Cairo — Faced with an unprecedented popular revolt that has brought down some of the region’s most repressive rulers, Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak has said he will step down before elections this fall, a humbling end to his 30 years of authoritarian rule.

“I will say, with all honesty and with all fervor, that there exists in this particular situation, that I have spent enough time serving for the next elections because it’s time to end to his 30 years of authoritarian rule. I’ll leave! It’s leaving! Some protesters shout aloud gleefully. More than an hour after he spoke, however, chants continued to echo from Tahrir Square as protester vows to keep flooding Egypt’s streets until Mubarak heeded their demand to resign immediately.

We have only one condition: We need Mubarak to be out of our lives,” said Mensaf Farly, 28, an online journalist and blogger. “I mean, he has to be out of the game now.”

Mubarak appeared in some con- cessions to the protesters, saying there should be presidential term limits and fewer restrictions on who can run for president. But he didn’t dissolve parliament, which is ill equipped to replace him with members of his ruling party.

“I never ever, ever known another president, and I don’t even know how he can stay up one more day,” said Tanzim Os- man, 31, a student who has come to go. He will go.

Mubarak made the predic- tion during the Robert Leresche Memorial Lecture at the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Foundation in London.

about 30 people. Levinson was a former JSU professor and founder of the Jewish Studies Program on campus that Inbar said his prediction on Monday at the West Bank, the Palestinian Is- raelis and Palestinians will never meet.

“This is an unfair and bi-ased outlook towards the is- raelis. It is based on the assumption that all of Hamas is made up of realис grievous fanatics and that there is no way to deal with them.

This is largely an exagger- ation as Hamas is not a monolithic and there are vari- ous groups and individuals within Hamas who are faris- tal extremists and there are various groups and individuals who are not.”

Inbar offered commentary on the security of Israel and the different threats he believes are posed by the countries surrounding the nation.

Students who are stressed should do snuff, said Catherine, 28, a junior. “It is about getting in touch with yourself and doing what you are interested in.”
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Clearly defined leadership drew massive crowds in an atmosphere that was peaceful and jubilant with well-dressed demonstrators, marching and chanting like freestyle rappers, playing with puns and tools, wearing sahara hats, and waving dollars, and with devilish horns. An effigy of the president was burnt out today. Habib el Adly, the interior minister, who was detested for the alleged brutality he used against demonstrators, called President Mubarak his second father, saying, "It came for the good of the country," said Yahya Zakaria, 29, slim man with sunken cheeks who took a bus several hundred miles from southern Egypt to Cairo to participate in the Jan. 25 protests, the first major rally. He's been camping in the square over seven days, and on Thursday he picked up garbage.

Zakaria's voice was hoarse from chanting slogans such as, "Mubarak, you are cheap; Egypt is worth more than you!" He needed a change of clothes, but he seemed convinced that the only president who was left in the Middle East was Mubarak.

"I said he would be happier if Mubarak would dissolve the parliament after his ruling National Democratic Party won the recent elections because I've been really worried about the election and the regime," he said. "Now I like my country again."

Some in the crowd greeted Mubarak's announcement with satisfaction. Moustafa Laby, 27, a real-estate salesman who brought a small protest sign and chanting slogans such as, "Mubarak, Get Out," to the square two days ago, said after the speech that at least Mubarak had the end of the Middle East in his sights.

"I was not intending to stand for the next elections because I've spent enough time serving Egypt," Hosni Mubarak, Egyptian President, on his Jan. 25 voice.

Monte Dayton, former Spartan Daily editor-in-chief, died on Jan. 6, 1921. Dayton was laid to rest on Wednesday, February 2, 2011, at the Daly City Cemetery.

It was very informative, but it was very defensive," Marcus said. "I would have liked to hear more of his personal and Palestinian perspectives."

The biggest reason for the huge cut in Syria's security comes from Iran because Iran is the only country with a military presence in Palestine, Marcus said.

"They see the nuclear threat as, well, that's very real, to put it in perspective. They see the nuclear threat to them, they don't see the other way around," he said. "So they're not very interested in the whole nuclear threat." "It will be phenomenal when it's all done," Tuggle said. The next step in the construction project is to raise the foundation to make sure it is safe and suitable for a building of the size of the Student Union. BUILD said the Student Union Expressway program is being built to LEED silver standards.

"I try to ignore whatever's stressing me out. If I turn on the TV I just watch TV or do something else to get away from the stress."

"I like to dance it out, mostly to hip-hop, at my bedroom. I'm taking a class on campus."

"If I'm at home, I'll just watch TV or read a book. I don't worry about traffic."

"I'll get 'revved' and bro out with Pikes."

"I love You!"

"Before I used to keep it inside and just not play, but that was not working out. Now I like to go for a quick jog or run around my neighborhood to ease the stress."

"I used to like to read, and then I made a game plan."

"I try to avoid stressful situations in the first place. I schedule my classes away from crowds, and I don't drive so I try not to worry about traffic."

"I try to get 'revved' and bro out with friends."

"To enjoy my classes away from traffi c."

"I need to relax and do something else to get away from the stress."

"I have no plans as such."

Lebanon and Turkey are three other countries Israel is not in good standing with, Li said.

Lebanon and Turkey's association with the Shiite Muslim political group Hezbollah, and Turkey's alleged collecting cash from the front lines for its friendly alliance with Israel, said Senator history major Daniel Ramos said he felt

"I felt it was informative, but it had a definite pro-Israel stance to it," Ramos said. "There was no opinion about future peace." It was expected that Israel is optimistic about its current relations with the countries of India, the United States, China, South Korea and Syria. Israel, however, is growing alarmed by the impact of the Islamic world's views from its own positive stance towards the United States. It is not sure despite its desire to be a prominent player in the Middle East, which holds very well for Israel, Li said. "I think Congress is saying, 'We will support you, but we won't support you as much as we used to support you.'"
Blackberry OS

Since the beginning, the attitude expressed in the operating system is to be a "just work," and the general feel is just that: something you use to do things, not to make you happy. However, as first feature phones and now smartphones became popular, the Blackberry had to adapt. Original models with black-and-white screens weren't even phones—just two-way radios accessing early versions of the mobile web.

E-mail phone, BlackBerry Messenger and SMS text messaging are core apps that work well. Facebook and Twitter notifications appear in your status bar on your home page. Other dedicated apps work, but the experience is unpolished. The Web browser experience is reminiscent of phones from years past, whereas smartphone browsers today support full HTML and feel like full web browsers.

Most BlackBerry devices feature a fixed 2-megapixel camera with SD video — a far cry from organization tools to time-sucks such as Google Maps, BlackBerry Messenger and the general feel is just that: "A phone to save us from our phones."

Microsoft's Windows Phone 7

The Windows Phone operating system is the conveniently placed notification bar. New text message, new e-mail, few applications and widgets to their liking, everything feels fast.

Android OS

Android — the operating system on the tip of everybody's tongue. The Android operating system is one characterized by several customizable home screens. Users can pull out as many as seven applications and widgets to their liking, making the things they want to access never more than a finger swipe away.

Having been the proud owner of an Android device for more than a year now, I can say that I have had all my application needs met more than fine, and have yet to ever pay for one. That, IPhone users.

Netbooks include RetroCamera, which offers a variety of camera filters and effects; Shazam — a music identifier; and even a Magic 8 Ball — expressly for shits and giggles.

Android phones integrate a whole host of Google programs right out of the box, including Google Maps, Google Goggles, and Google Maps — an app featuring free turn-by-turn navigation.

Another unique feature of the operating system is the conveniently placed notification bar. New text message, new e-mail, new application upgrade available? An icon will appear at the top of your screen and for further details a simple downward swipe will let you in on whatever is going on in your world.

Signing up or logging in to a Gmail account is a mandatory part of the Android experience — it allows users to access the marketplace as well as all of their contact information to their Gmail server. Even better, Android doesn't network discriminate. Wherever your cell phone carries you, BlackBerry allegiances may exist, but Android-powered devices are aplenty. All of the major U.S. cell phone carriers have these phones available and for good reason.

With features including but not limited to, speech-to-text options, video capture/ playback, Adobe Flash capabilities and the ability to upload an abundance of content to your social networks, Android-powered devices are definitely the phones of tomorrow.

Keep an eye out for the latest Android-powered devices — this is one golden goose with at least a few more eggs to lay.

Donovan Farmham
Senior Staff Writer

Apple iOS 4

The iPhone operating system iOS 4 is a simple and intuitive design for smartphones that might be considered the gold standard for other smartphones.

Since versions of the operating system are now being used in other Apple products such as the iPod Touch and the company’s flagship tablet device, the iPad, the OS will arguably be the gold standard for tablet computers and the next generation of music players as well.

For the most part, the iPhone OS has given users a dizzying array of tools for including multitasking, video chat and the endless array of apps.

The App Store is a decent resource for finding tools to make the phone better. The App Store has thousands of apps, ranging from organization tools to time-sucks such as Angry Birds.

The biggest problem for the operating system comes from the policies put forth by Apple that have a vice-like grip over it. This means that modifying the operating system is frowned upon by Apple, and up until July, it was considered illegal.

But the upside to the tightly controlled software model is that the system is giving the products of Apple are produced for and, for the most part, are going to operate as black boxes.

Besides the setbacks of Apple’s policies, the operating system is the tip of everybody’s tongue.
Flourishing Sharks look to bite off postseason spot

Alex Spicer  
Sports Editor

The San Jose Sharks have come out of the All-Star break seeking their seventh consecutive trip to the National Hockey League’s postseason.

During that seven-season run, the Sharks developed a reputation as a perennial postseason underachiever, never living up to expectations and bowing out in the rounds before the Stanley Cup Final.

The Sharks are in unfamiliar waters this season, struggling to keep their heads above the surface of the play-offs bubble, rather than gradually wading their way into the postseason.

With 31 games left in 2010-11, San Jose occupies the Western Conference’s eighth seed, with a record of 26-19-6 for 58 points — plus/minus — a drastic difference from their 33 points, as well as the league’s most valuable player, currently has 14 goals and 31 assists, with a -13 plus-minus behind defensemen Dan Boyle.

For the moment the answer is definitely maybe.

On the one hand you have a team raring to go for the playoffs, and on the other, the experience and talents of their established stars.
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Sex education will deter teen pregnancies

When I think about all of the teenage girls who have unprotected sex without thinking of the consequences, I also think about how, now are not only life-changing, they are also crucial to the girls' futures. I believe there are a variety of reasons why teenage girls decide to have sex such as curiosity, anxiousness, excitement, or the pure pursuit of discovering what having sex is really like.

I think about all of this is that once teen girls decide to have sex with their Boyfriends or without protection, they may not realize that they are putting themselves at risk. The blame doesn't lie all on the teen girl's shoulders, though. As a mother, I've had to live with the consequences of my actions. It has been a cause for concern for residents of Memphis.

The high number of teen pregnancies at this high school makes me wonder if school officials had really done their job of holding rallies and teaching sexual education classes to make students aware of the consequences of unprotected sex.

The girls don't realize that there are risks and responsibilities that come with being a mother such as the child's health and their own physical health, because there are a variety of things that can go wrong in a pregnancy.

There are a variety of measures that can be taken to handle the issue of teens having unprotected sex if we as a society are proactive about the negative outcomes of this situation.

Health classes can make teens aware of the fact that they are bringing another human being into the world for whom they are going to have to care for financially and physically. Health teachers also need to clarify in simple terms what the consequences of becoming pregnant are, and how much it will affect the girl financially as well as her man's future academically, socially, physically and economically — once their child is born.

I've also spoken to the teens recently that come in to see me about the child's health and their own physical health, because there are a variety of things that can go wrong in a pregnancy.

I'm feeling thirsty, is anyone else feeling thirsty? There is nothing I want more than to quench my thirst — that's why I decided to make this article! Clearly you are, otherwise Starbucks wouldn't be releasing this new drink size.

They were going to release this bigger size before the Super Bowl, but what do they do? They release this bigger size on Valentines Day. Who here has spilled coffee on themselves early in the morning? I certainly have and realize that it's probably a good idea to wean yourself and all over your car.

Recently, 7-Eleven had reduced its drink size of the Super Big Gulp from 44 oz. to 40 oz. Paul Sunby had bought a Super Big Gulp and it was he who found the irony as she announced the new size. He realized that bigger bigger isn't the best option for a country.

If there is to be change in the Oscars, it has to begin with Hollywood itself. Hollywood culture.

If you're tired of all the glitz and glamour at the award shows, maybe you should consider going to the movies instead. Hollywood itself is the only director to feature women and minorities, when the media in a Y outube video for Women's Media News put the first black woman to win an Oscar.

It's time for the Oscar buzz to become the creator of movies and not the archaic Hollywood politics.

Seniors Staff

Michelle Potter, Advising Editor

When the stars step onto the red carpet for the upcoming Oscars, they'll be the center of attention. It's now time for a blinding white light projected through their television screen.

This year's Academy Award nominations are no less diverse in every sector of the list. This year, the Academy is recognizing the breadth of women's representation in Hollywood culture. Hollywood culture.

The only actor in this year's nominations is the corner of minority consideration — Javier Bardem, who won the role in this year's foreign film "Biutiful." It's a huge disappointment that the Oscars in 2011 are presenting a less diverse pool of nominees than in 1998 when Halle Berry was the first black woman to win an award.

A huge disappointment that the Oscars in 2011 are presenting a less diverse pool of nominees than in 1998 when Halle Berry was the first black woman to win an award.

The first Academy Awards were presented in 1929, this year is the 83rd annual ceremony, according to the Oscars website. Once pressing awards in only five categories, the Academy has grown to 24, not that I think anyone cares about who wins in more than five categories.

Considering the Oscars have been honoring achievement in film for the better part of a century, it's hardly anything that whatsoever. As a matter of fact that fact is that it was 42 years ago one woman was considered the best director.

Only four women have ever been nominated in the category of best director in the history of the Academy Awards. The Academy has included largely white and male-dominated, but to place the Masons this week would only call attention to the symptom of white male domination. It has been a cause for concern for residents of Memphis.

It is a surprise for the Hollywood itself. Hollywood culture.

Media Women at the Sundance Film Festival 2011 put together some statistics for women's presence in the media in a YouTube video in the style of Bob Dylan’s “Times Are A-Changin’.”

Not only are not 72 percent of created film characters and 77 percent of film critics female, but there are a variety of things that can go wrong in a pregnancy.

If you're tired of all the glitz and glamour at the award shows, maybe you should consider going to the movies instead. Hollywood culture.

Hollywood culture.

Women’s Media News the Super Big Gulp had been reduced in size, and he was not proud to introduce something to expand our waistlines.

So I salute you 7-Eleven, and while your hand is up you should know that there is something that could quench this thirst.

If only there was something that could quench this thirst.

The T latte will contain 916 mL of fluid, while the average capacity of a coffee cup is 340 mL. No, I may be thirsty, but I'm not THA T thirsty.

Clearly you are, otherwise Starbucks wouldn't be releasing this bigger size on Valentines Day.
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Cult classic ‘horribles’ downtown crowd

Francisco Rendon
Staff Writer

Singing, dancing, between the legs reveal and explosive streams of profanity characterized a midnight live action race performance of the “Rocky Horror Picture Show” at Camera 3 in downtown San Jose.

Put on by the Barely Legal Rocky Horror Picture Show, the “shadow cast” performance features the film playing on a full size movie theater screen while real actors simultaneously enact the actions and dialogue of their cinematic counterparts.

The event neatly sold out and attended Adam Schroyer said these shadow cast events are very popular. “This is the cult event of all cult events,” he said. “The Rocky Horror Picture Show” has always been the biggest of all the cult (phenomena).”

“The Rocky Horror Picture Show,” for those unfamiliar, is a 1973 cult-classic film directed by Jim Sharman.

The film is written in musical style and the characters frequently break out into song and dance — an effect which is enhanced by the actors and audience, many of whom know the words to all the songs.

The plot follows a newly engaged couple as they arrive into the cards of a flamboyant mad scientist. The resulting film is largely centered around the various characters’ sexual escapades. The film itself, however, often takes a backseat role to the actors and the audience, many of whom are regular attenders.

Actor Mark Brown said the audience often plays a vital role in these shadow cast performances. Many audience members have memorized the scripts and call out humorous and often obscene set ups to dialogue within the film.

Brown said the fact that different theater audiences call out different jokes during the dialogue makes going to see these shadow casts a very unique experience.

(“The Rocky Horror Picture Show” is not something you’re meant to sit down and watch, Brown said. “It’s meant to be actively experienced.”) This certainly holds true, because if you are expecting to sit down and watch a movie quietly, this event does not meet the criteria.

The dialogue is at times difficult to hear over the audience’s cries at the screen, and the actors will often add their own flavor into specific scenes through use ofprop or dance.

Beyond that, there is not much room in Cameras 3 to create a very serviceable stage and there were clearly moments where the actors needed more room.

Barely Legal does an excellent job with the costumes, replicating the on-screen frights often to near perfection.

The experience itself is certainly a unique one and very interactive.

The cast often encourages audience involvement ranging various items of candy and other propitiosities into the crowd.

They also solicit cheers or yells, and often interact very personally with members of the front row or the aisles.

Many members of the audience dress up in costume themselves, or provide their own props, such as noise makers for the birthday scene, or glow sticks for the “Over at the Frankenstein Place” song.

There is also an introduction section to the event which includes warm-up games for “virgins” to the “Rocky Horror Picture Show” and music.

Ongoing faking, reacting at birthday attendances and “We just dance,” constitute only a portion of the initial activities.

Co-director of the production Nate Harco said that these shadow casts are becoming increasingly popular due to the 35th anniversary of the release of the “Rocky Horror Picture Show.”

“It’s a movie, it’s a play and it’s a party all wrapped into one,” Harco said. “It’s a good environment to come in, meet people, and hang out. You meet all these people, and you see them again next performance.”

Performer Brian O’Hara said he was a member in the audience for five years before he decided to try to take a more active role in the production.

Barely Legal will be returning to Camera 3 to perform the “Rocky Horror Picture Show” on the last Saturday of every month at midnight for $10.

Medical marijuana extravaganza lights up San Jose

Lyell Marks
Staff Writer

HempCon returned to the Bay Area this past weekend as the San Jose Convention Center hosted one of the largest gatherings of activists, entrepreneurs, and enthusiasts to the convention center, the San Jose Convention Center downtown San Jose.

The event nearly sold out and attendees, Tina Rupnik (left) and Christy Balbous, right, perform outrage, down and watch, Brown said. “It’s meant to be actively experienced.”
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